Celebrating Manufacturing

MFG Day

EDUCATOR PLAYBOOK
Everyday is MFG Day!

Here it is again, sweater weather, pumpkin spice lattes, changing of the leaves, schools back in session...and just like that, it’s fall again. October is here, Manufacturing Day or Month (MFG Day) is upon us, and as an industry, we prepare to inspire the next generation for careers in manufacturing. **But for us, isn’t everyday MFG Day?**

My journey in manufacturing started with a stumble, like so many others I know. I was not engaged in CTE pathways in high school, did not major in engineering in college, or ever have a drive to use the newest technology. I stumbled into a career that has provided me so much more than I ever imagined. Not just a career that I love, but colleagues that have become friends, opportunities to speak and engage with people that are just amazing, and experiences that I could have never imagined (hot air balloons, touring Boeing, speaking in front of hundreds of people). And what a gift to share this with the next workforce!

Our purpose at SME is to advance manufacturing to drive competitiveness, resiliency and support our national security. What an amazing opportunity to highlight the opportunities available right within your community. **Using MFG Day to open the doors of your labs and classrooms and highlight the cutting-edge technology that your students work with every day.** To provide an opportunity for students & teachers in your school district and community to see all that our industry has to offer.

We created this MFG Day playbook to use year-round, for recruiting not just in October, but anytime you have an opportunity to open your doors. Our goal is to help you create awareness, inspire interest and ultimately grow your program enrollment through highlighting the technology that powers our world.

We hope you find a few items in this playbook that are helpful, that maybe change the way you approach future students, instructors, and administrators to show the viable, engaging and exciting careers we have available. From technician to PhD, technical positions to gold collar careers, maybe even marketing, data analytics, finance or HR, it’s our time to show, we have a place for you.

Make sure **you tag SME on social media** and use the hashtags [#MFGDay & #MFGDayPlaybook](#) so we can follow and share the ways you are building opportunities in your community.

Happy MFG Day,

Toni Neary
Director of Community Engagement & Workforce Innovation
Comprehensive High School

Host an MFG Day event in your lab and invite everyone in your building. This will be an opportunity to highlight STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art & Math) as it comes to life in your program.

Primary audience: 9th & 10th grade students from your building

Secondary audience: 11th grade students IF you have a senior only or 12th grade student option

Tertiary audience: middle school students from your school district

Career Center

Use MFG Day to highlight all the exciting careers in manufacturing that come to fruition from the learning, experiences and opportunities of your program and facilities.

Primary audience: 9th & 10th grade students from your feeder schools

Secondary audience: Math, science, history and art teachers; guidance counselors and administrators

Tertiary audience: middle school students from your school district

Technology Talk

Most students, parents, guidance counselors and teachers alike have very little understanding of the advanced technologies used in today’s manufacturing processes.

Explaining and demonstrating advanced technologies in manufacturing with hands-on experiences, virtual reality and even gaming can bring to life the excitement of working with technology for both engineering solutions as well as advanced production floor operations in:

- CNC Machining
- 3D Printing/ Additive Manufacturing
- Mechatronics/Automation/Robotics
- SMART Manufacturing/IIoT
- Welding

Community College

Open doors for your entire community to understand the potential pathways to prosperity provided by a career in manufacturing.

Primary audience: community-based organizations, non-profit organizations, one-stop (workforce) agencies, organizations working with at-risk youth and young adults

Secondary audience: educators from comprehensive high schools, guidance counselors, administrators from comprehensive high schools and high school students that do not have a plan upon graduation

Tertiary audience: middle school students for your school district
**Conversation starters:**
- Why did your students pick the pathway?
- What surprised your students most about the program?
- Are your students currently working while attending your program?

**Student demos**
Have current or former students running equipment in your labs. A great opportunity to show that high tech equipment is something the students not only learn how to safely operate, but it’s real-world equipment they get to use at work.

**Ideas**
On MFG Day, invite other teachers in your school to bring their classes to your lab to talk about how manufacturing relates to the curriculum they teach.

Prepare teachers from your building with talk tracks they can use in your lab (see Key Players below).

**Resources**
NAM.org has great state data resources to discuss the average compensation (pay & benefits).

**Key Players**

**Math Teachers** – highlighting complex math problems in your lab is a way to make math relevant for students. CNC machines can highlight programming with X, Y and Z axis and show the movements so students can understand math in a new way.

**History Teachers** – learning about the industrial revolution might be more exciting when students understand the automation and technology in the lab. Talk about the early industrial revolution and now industry 4.0, and how we are looking at the emerging technologies of the future today in manufacturing.

**Art Teachers** – what is better than art that can last a lifetime? When you can explore the creativity in advanced manufacturing (think welding sculpture, design of cars, design software) explore how creative students flourish in manufacturing. Highlight the ability to create.

**Science Teachers** – metallurgy is a lost art; be prepared to talk about the types of material that metallurgists work with and ductility, strength, conductivity of the materials used in the lab.
Instead of CNC – try the term subtractive manufacturing.

- Ask who knows what 3D printing is – explain that it is additive manufacturing – adding material to make a product.
- Highlight a CNC machine and talk about subtractive manufacturing and how products are made through removal of material.
- Show the computer programming on the screen.
- Talk about the types of software you will use in the program.

Instead of mechatronics – talk about automation.

- Mechatronics is a word that doesn’t always make sense if you are not in manufacturing.
- Automation is a word that students have heard.
- Make the analogy such as a text message versus a letter – that is a form of automation.
- Talk about troubleshooting skills and opportunities for students to compete and travel.

Talk about Minecraft!

Minecraft is a world of X Y and Z! If you have programming on CNC or robotics machines, show how the world of Minecraft is directly applicable to skills in manufacturing.

Manufacturing is about SAFETY FIRST!

High technology means high safety protocols that manufacturing MUST always follow.

Technology Talk

Most students, parents, guidance counselors and teachers alike have very little understanding of the advanced technologies used in today’s manufacturing processes.

Explaining and demonstrating advanced technologies in manufacturing with hands-on experiences, virtual reality and even gaming can bring to life the excitement of working with technology for both engineering solutions as well as advanced production floor operations in:

- CNC Machining
- 3D Printing/ Additive Manufacturing
- Mechatronics/Automation/Robotics
- SMART Manufacturing/IoT

Ideas

Today’s manufacturing is not anything like yesterday’s metal working project in shop class.

Show how manufacturing processes such as assembling a car to producing micro electronics has changed in the past 50 years.

What’s Next?

One of the most important steps in any event, is what’s next? How are you going to re-engage the potential student, and any career influencers they have for the next step?

Have these dates scheduled with sign-up or QR codes available at your event.
**Strategies**

**Ideas for What’s Next**
- Family STEAM night
- Open house dates
- Exploratory days
- Summer camp
- Registration for classes (if open)
- Tours with local manufacturers
- Clubs that students can join and dates the are meeting

**Guidance Counselors**
Understanding the skill level that is developed in your program is extremely important. This conversation should not be based on pay scales and wages. It should be based on college credit earned in your program, the mobility of your students in the workforce, the number of students that go on to post-secondary from your program.

**Sponsorships**
The day is intended to be about your program, however, if you would like to integrate industry partners – here are a few options.
- Have local manufacturers sponsor pizza, pop, water and chips with signage on the food table.
- Have key manufacturers that hire entry-level positions with tables set-up and opportunities for meet & greet.
- Have manufacturers offering tours of their facilities or contact information to schedule tours.

**Community College**
Have members of your staff on site to answer questions and start the process for individuals attending. These team members could be career coaches, financial aid or registration staff.
- If scholarships or financial assistance are available be sure to have clear and concise information on eligibility and application process.
- Engage graduates of your program to discuss how taking the program changed their life.
- If local manufacturers are attending, have them highlight growth plans upon hire in their organizations.